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doctag - data classification tool

TrustPort is introducing a new security tool / add-in named DocTag that enables organizations and companies
to set an internal document management with the aim to protect confidential information and prevent
internal information leakage. DocTag enables security administrator to manage confidential information in
organization, train users to follow internal security regulations and along with DLP system prevent data leakage.
The aim of the classification is to ensure the protection of sensitive information. Information is classified according
to the value for the company, legal requirements, its criticality, confidentiality etc. The functionality of documents
tagging and classification helps to

			
			
			
			

protect the confidentiality of information		
automate the process of classification
educate employees to classify documents correctly according to company policies
label			
the document with proper classification mark

BENEFITS OF DATA CLASSIFICATION
		

identification of information types that exist in company

		

understanding how valuable the information is to each of the individuals, groups and business processes

		

provide a system for protecting information critical to the organization

		

once data classification has been determined the appropriate control activities can be established

		

reducing of the risk of misuse or theft

		
comply with buisness policies and legislation
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HOW DOES IT WORK?

The classification and securing documents system DocTag is an accessory for most common document
type, e.g. Microsoft Office application, Windows Explorer, Adobe PDF, and AutoCad DWG files. With the
help of very few clicks, it labels the document with a permanent mark carrying an information about the
document's class of confidentiality.
For easier guidance with handling the documents, a classification of information was implemented
according to its degree of confidentiality. Classification degrees define the distribution processes,
shreddings, savings, securings etc. The documents can be classified as e.g. public, for internal use
only, confidential, and trade secret. The number of degrees and their labeling can be fully configured.
The solution ensures a check over who, when, and which document was classified. It gradually leads to
the increase of employees' responsibility when handling documents with a higher degree of
confidentiality.

WHY SHOULD YOU BE INTERESTED IN DOCTAG?
You want to increase the level of data security.

You need a compliance with security standards for the document classification and labelling.
You want to make employees responsible for the information they are working with.
You aim to increase awareness of employees about documents containing
sensitive data and their protection.
You need to be certain, that documents containing sensitive or confidential information,
will be available only to the authorized people.
You will enhance the effectivity of DLP systems.
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